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Since she was 7 years old,  Allison Goldblatt has spent most mornings and afternoons carving 

through the water. Would her years of hard work be enough to pay for her college education? 



Annandale, Va. 

It can happen to any parent whose kids play competitive sports — that moment 

when you catch a glimpse of athletic greatness in your child and let yourself wonder: 

How far could her talent take her? 

For Tina Ellerbee, the first time that happened was 10 years ago, when her daughter, 

Allison Goldblatt, participated in one of her first swim meets. She was just 7 years old 

and had only had a few lessons. But she beat every kid she raced at that meet and 

posted the second-fastest time of any girl under age 8 that day in Northern Virginia, a 

hotbed of swimming talent. 

After that, says Ms. Ellerbee, a former college swimmer, she and her husband 

prioritized their daughter’s swimming. They enrolled Allison in a year-round training 

program and slowly increased her practices, from three a week to more than five. 

Before long they had organized their lives around the sport, waking up at 3:30 in the 

morning to get her to practice on time and traveling across the country to watch her 

compete. They stopped taking regular family vacations, instead spending thousands of 

dollars a year on her swimming. 

The attention paid off. By age 11, Allison was beating her mom’s best college times, 

and a few years later, she qualified for Junior Nationals. It was then that Ms. Ellerbee 

realized that her daughter could swim in college. And not just any college: Even 

though she was only in eighth grade, her times were already good enough to earn a 

spot on a top-20 team. 

Last spring Allison, now a high-school senior, began exploring her college options. 

Many of the schools she was considering, including Ohio State University and 

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, cost more than $40,000 a year. For a 

middle-class family with three kids, including one already in college, they were going 

to need all the help they could get. 

Despite her talent, Allison is not a lock to receive athletic aid. Nearly eight million 

kids played high-school sports last year, the highest number ever. But just 170,000 

athletes — about 2 percent of those who compete in high school — receive a sports 

scholarship, according to the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 



Many colleges award millions of dollars in athletic aid, touting individual scholarships 

worth hundreds of thousands of dollars. But the vast majority of athletes get nowhere 

near that much. For families expecting a return on their investment in their children’s 

sports, they are in for a surprise. 

This fall, as Allison began visiting colleges, she felt anxious about her prospects. Who 

was going to give her family what they were looking for? And how much money was 

out there? 

If there is anyone who understands the realities of sports scholarships, it’s Pete 

Morgan, Allison’s coach. Mr. Morgan, who directs the Nation’s Capital Swim Club, 

one of the country’s top amateur training programs, has helped hundreds of swimmers 

earn athletic scholarships. 

In late May, after a practice at a suburban Washington pool, he held a meeting for 

Allison and five of her teammates who were hoping to swim in college. His goal was 

to help them understand the variety of college swimming programs and the long odds 

of landing a scholarship. 

Coaches told Allison she could get a 
'pretty good' athletic scholarship, or a 
'very, very good' package. But whenever 
she pressed for details, she got nothing 
firm. 
When most people think of a sports scholarship, Mr. Morgan told his swimmers, they 

think of football and basketball players, whose aid covers their full tuition, fees, room 

and board, and books. The assumption, he said, is that all athletes get full 

scholarships. But that’s hardly the case. 

NCAA institutions treat athletic aid as a kind of coupon off the cost of college, 

rewarding athletes with the most value — including football and basketball players, 

whose sports bring in the most money — with the best deals. 



In all but six sports — football, men’s and women’s basketball, women’s gymnastics, 

women’s tennis, and women’s volleyball — Division I colleges are more limited in 

how they hand out money. In more than a dozen other sports — including baseball, 

lacrosse, and soccer — the scholarships don’t come close to covering the full cost of 

every athlete’s education. 

Those limits were put in place by the NCAA more than 40 years ago amid concerns 

about parity and overspending in big-time college sports. But as high-school sports 

participation rates have climbed, and women’s sports, in particular, have taken off, the 

NCAA’s aid restrictions have stayed largely the same. (The association has added a 

few sports, but many colleges don’t sponsor them.) 

Coaches Offer Unfiltered Views of NCAA Scholarship Limits 

Do college athletes deserve a bigger share of the billions of dollars flowing into the 
five wealthiest conferences? 

That was among the questions that a researcher at the University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill asked thousands of coaches as part of a study of how they feel about 

athletic scholarships. 

Here are some of their responses. 

Median spending on scholarships has increased each of the past four years for the 128 

wealthiest athletic departments. Over all, athletic aid represents about 15 percent of 

spending for those colleges. 

One top program, the University of Oklahoma,brought in about $135 million last year 

in ticket sales, sponsorships, and NCAA and conference distributions. It spent $24 

million of that money on coaching salaries and $23 million on facilities and 

administrative expenses. Its 430 scholarship athletes received about $12 million in 

aid. 

Division I college swim teams, Mr. Morgan told his swimmers, are allowed to give 

the equivalent of 14 scholarships for women and 9.9 for men. Most college teams 

have about 30 female and 30 male swimmers. 

Coaches typically give the most money to the swimmers with the potential to score 

the most points for their teams. That means that a dozen or more swimmers, Mr. 

Morgan said, often aren’t getting any money. 

On any given team, Mr. Morgan told his group, the spectrum of aid can be vast. 

http://www.chronicle.com/article/coaches-offer-unfiltered-views/238454


"From books to full is probably how I’d put it," he said. And in Allison’s sport, there 

are far more athletes on book scholarships, which can amount to a few hundred 

dollars, than full scholarships. 

All of the colleges Allison was considering provide scholarship assistance up to the 

NCAA limit in the sports they sponsor. But a closer look at athletic-aid distribution at 

one of those institutions, North Carolina State University, shows how scarce the 

dollars are for many athletes. 

More than 200 of NC State’s 558 athletes last year had 20 percent or less of their costs 

covered by athletic aid. Outside of football, basketball, and the four other sports that 

can award full athletic scholarships, just 27 Wolfpack athletes were on a full ride. 

Elsewhere, dozens of Division I programs hand out fewer than half of the scholarships 

they are allowed to give. The University of North Dakota gave the equivalent of 0.4 

scholarships during the 2013-14 academic year in men’s golf, while its men’s tennis 

team got no athletic aid; those sports can give the equivalent of 4.5 scholarships per 

team. George Mason University gave 4.14 softball scholarships; the NCAA allows 12. 

And the University of Cincinnati distributed 2.26 scholarships among its men’s track 

team in 2013. Division I men’s track programs can give the equivalent of 12.6 

scholarships. The average track squad size is about 40. 

As athletic departments have squeezed scholarships, Mr. Morgan told his swimmers, 

many coaches have become less clear about the terms of their aid. 

"A coach might say, We’ll give you 50 percent," he said. "Fifty percent of what? In-

state tuition? 

"Tell them, My parents need to know how much money it will cost them to send me 

to your school," he said. "Then get it in writing." 

He also urged the group to be "real" about their expectations. 

"You can dream all you want," he said. "But you are recruited off your current profile, 

not times you hope you can swim." 

The message didn’t get through to everyone. During the meeting, Mr. Morgan asked 

each swimmer to write down three colleges where they could see themselves next 

year. 

One female swimmer who might be good enough to land a spot on a Division III 

squad, whose teams don’t offer athletic scholarships, listed the University of 

Georgia. Its women’s swim team has won three of the past four NCAA titles. 
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Pete Morgan, Allison’s coach at the Nation’s Capital Swim Club, advises his athletes on how to 
negotiate scholarship deals with college coaches: “Get it in writing.” 

  

Allison was trying to be realistic about her potential. She had just come off a 

shoulder injury, which had sidelined her for 10 months, and she was concerned about 

making a full recovery. Just before the meeting with Mr. Morgan, she made a verbal 

commitment to attend Virginia Tech. 



While the Hokies compete in a major Division I conference, Allison had been aiming 

higher. And Virginia Tech had offered her a scholarship that would cover only 30 

percent of her costs. 

Her decision was driven by fear. She worried that her shoulder would continue to 

hobble her once she got to college and that she might have to give up swimming. If 

that happened, and she lost her scholarship, she knew her parents could still afford to 

send her there. 

But in early May, she swam a personal best in the 200-meter butterfly, missing the 

time she needed for the Olympic trials by two-tenths of a second. In a race that lasts 

the length of two football fields, she was short by a snap of the fingers. Convinced her 

shoulder was 100 percent, and encouraged that she had room to improve, she told 

Virginia Tech that she was having second thoughts. 

Ned Skinner, the Hokies’ head coach, asked if her decision was about money. 

"I realize we had a bit of a lower starting point regarding scholarship," he emailed 

Allison in early June. "Is there a way we can structure a more aggressive opportunity 

to help you and your family?" 

"Honestly," Allison wrote back, "that topic didn’t have any impact on what I was 

feeling." But she told the coach she had not crossed Virginia Tech off her list. 

Allison’s dad, Alan Goldblatt, forwarded those emails to Rick Paine, a recruiting 

adviser the family had hired during her freshman year of high school. 

"Allison, you need to learn how to play the recruiting game," Mr. Paine wrote back. "I 

understand that your change of heart didn’t have anything to do with scholarship, but 

don’t let the coaches know that." 

"Coaches treat this like a business and their job is to get you for the least amount of 

money," he added. "One of your jobs is to get the best deal you can." 

On a certain level,a sports scholarship is all about money. But the one thing 

that coaches will do anything to avoid talking about is money. 



The NCAA prohibits swim coaches from calling recruits or discussing the specifics of 

scholarships until July 1 of their senior year of high school. (Coaches and athletes are 

allowed to have conversations before then, as long as the recruit initiates the call.) 

Allison, who had been talking to college coaches since eighth grade, was eager to hear 

who was interested and how much money they could offer. 



 



Virginia Tech’s coaches made their position clear, asking her to clarify if its 

university was among her top three choices. She didn’t have a top three, she told an 

assistant coach. So the coaches rescinded their offer, saying they needed to free up 

their money for other recruits. 

Many coaches opened conversations by asking about Allison’s academic credentials. 

She has a 4.1 grade-point average and scored a 31 on the ACT. Those numbers would 

qualify her for an academic scholarship at most of the colleges she was considering. 

Several coaches, including Bill Dorenkott, head coach at Ohio State, told her how 

much academic money she could get. Even before any athletic consideration, she 

would qualify for $12,000 in merit aid, covering about a third of her Ohio State 

education. 

But when she asked about athletic aid, every coach danced around a number. An 

assistant coach at the University of Louisville told her that, in addition to an academic 

scholarship, she could probably land a "little bit" of athletic money. Ohio State’s 

coach said she could get a "pretty good" athletic scholarship. And Texas Christian 

University said she would qualify for a "very, very good" package. Whenever Allison 

pressed for more details, she got nothing firm. 

Rich DeSelm, the head coach at North Carolina, told her that he had faster swimmers, 

but he was intrigued by her rate of improvement. He said he wasn’t sure how much 

money he could give her. 

The truth is, if she could swim for UNC, her parents probably would find a way to 

make it work. Her grandmother used to live near Chapel Hill and Allison has visited 

the campus many times. One time, on a visit there a couple of years ago, Mr. DeSelm 

took her on a tour of the business school. He reminded her of Mr. Morgan, her current 

coach, who has high expectations for his team and a calm, reassuring temperament. 

Soon after July 1, coaches at Louisville, whose team finished fourth in this year’s 

ACC championships, began to call regularly, pressing her to commit to an official 

visit. After the start of their senior year, recruits are allowed to take five official visits, 

which are paid for by colleges. 

Allison told Kameron Chastain, a Louisville assistant, that her parents wouldn’t let her 

visit unless the university told her how much athletic aid she could get. He said he’d 

have to check with his head coach. He never got back with a number. 

She didn’t always need such assurances. An assistant coach at the University of 

California at Los Angeles was blunt: Allison didn’t have ideal times. And she 

wouldn’t qualify for an academic scholarship, as many UCLA students have even 



stronger academic credentials. If she got any money at all, the coach implied, it 

probably wouldn’t be much. But if she wanted to pay her own way to visit, she was 

welcome to check them out. 

Despite the sharp critique, Allison and her mom went out for an unofficial visit, 

hoping to see for themselves why more students apply to UCLA than any other 

college. 

After introducing herself, Cyndi Gallagher, the head coach, turned to Allison, who 

had flown all the way from her Virginia home, and said, "You’re the girl from New 

Jersey, right?" 

Allison shook her head. 

"I’m sorry," the coach said. "New York?" 

Once Ms. Gallagher figured out who Allison was, she spent a couple of hours 

answering her and her mom’s questions. 

At one point, Allison’s mother excused herself to use the restroom. As soon as they 

were alone, Ms. Gallagher asked Allison if she had talked scholarship with her 

parents. 

"How important is money in your decision?" the coach asked. 

Allison was surprised at the coach’s directness and concerned that, at age 17, she 

wasn’t prepared to negotiate with someone with nearly 30 years of experience as a 

head coach. (Allison’s negotiating experience, she told her mom later, consisted of 

deciding which of her friends was buying the chips at Chipotle.) 

But with her mom in the bathroom and the coach asking about money, she gave as 

honest an answer as possible. 

Her parents wanted her to get a scholarship, she told Ms. Gallagher. But it was not a 

driving factor in her decision. 

As Allison’s mom approached the coach’s office, she realized that her daughter and 

Ms. Gallagher were having the money talk. It bothered her that the coach would bring 

up money when she wasn’t there. (Ms. Gallagher says she deliberately talks to recruits 

about money because some parents try to aggressively negotiate before an offer is 

even made.) 



Allison’s mom, however, didn’t want to appear overbearing and hurt her daughter’s 

chance at landing a scholarship. So she waited outside until Allison and the coach had 

finished. 
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Tina Ellerbee and Alan Goldblatt organized their lives around Allison’s swimming, arising at 3:30 
a.m. to get her to practice, and spending thousands of dollars a year on the sport. 

 

 

 



Allison scheduled official visits to North Carolina and Ohio State, whose 

head coach told her that he typically handed out offers on the Sunday morning of 

official visits. She was still interested in UCLA, but the only opening it had left for an 

official visit was on a weekend when Allison was already booked. 

She had just started her senior year, and with three AP and honors classes and an 

intense swimming schedule, she wanted to make sure that any colleges she visited 

were serious options. UCLA costs more than $60,000 for out-of-state students, which, 

without scholarship assistance, was out of reach for Allison’s family. 

Swimmers have a hard time taking one day off, much less three, which recruiting 

weekends often eat up. In a typical week, Allison has at least eight practices. Every 

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday morning, she swims for an hour and a half, starting 

at 4:30 a.m. On weekday afternoons, she swims up to two and a half hours more. She 

practices for three more hours on Sundays, unless she has a meet. 

She maintains that pace about 50 weeks a year. Until her injury, she had not missed a 

single practice, outside of an occasional sickness, in four years. On average, Allison 

swims about 60,000 yards a week. That’s the equivalent of about 34 miles of 

swimming. 

Almost everything in Allison’s family revolves around swimming. Her two siblings 

have also swum competitively. Her older brother, Zachary, now 21, stopped when he 

went to college; her younger brother, Leo, who’s 14, practices nearly as much as her. 

On the rare family vacation, they still find a pool where Allison can train, often 

starting at her usual time of 4:30 in the morning. 

Her parents have made a significant financial investment in the sport. For many years, 

they have spent more than $10,000 a year on Allison’s swimming. Most of the money 

goes toward coaching and training costs and expenses for travel to meets (at least one 

of her parents accompanies her on every trip). That doesn’t count the more than 

$5,000 in unreimbursed medical expenses from her recent injury. 

If her parents added up all the money they’ve invested in her training, they could have 

already paid for a couple of years at a prestigious university. 



Nonetheless, Ms. Ellerbee says, the investment has already paid off. Swimming has 

taught her kids the value of hard work, setting goals, and dealing with adversity. Even 

if her children don’t swim in college, it’s a sport they can enjoy their whole lives. 

It’s hard to get too worked up over kids from country-club sports — and swimming is 

certainly one of them — failing to get their fair share of college scholarships. 

But in sports like track and field and wrestling, which are dominated by financially 

needy athletes, the NCAA’s scholarship limits take on different meaning. 

Families in those sports have invested in the same elusive dream. But if their kids 

don’t earn meaningful scholarships, it’s a lot more likely they’ll end up saddled with 

large student loans. 

Mr. Dorenkott, Ohio State’s swim coach, was not able to do as much for 

Allison as he had initially suggested. That $12,000 academic scholarship? Turns out it 

wasn’t a sure thing, he told Allison on her official visit, in early September. And when 

it came time to discuss athletic aid, he had no money to offer. 

If she was serious about Ohio State, he told her, he needed her verbal commitment. 

Then they could talk money. 

Allison had expected to leave Columbus with her first offer. What she left with was 

more uncertainty than ever about her scholarship search. 

If Allison's parents added up all the 
money they've invested in her training, 
they could have already paid for a 
couple of years at a prestigious 
university. 
 

She was glad for one thing. Just before Allison left for Ohio State, UCLA found 

another weekend she could visit. As she saw it, she still had two options. 



She always knew North Carolina was a reach school, but she was encouraged that her 

times stacked up well against her fellow recruits. UNC, which had invited about 30 

recruits over three weekends, had just 10 open spots. By the time Allison took her trip, 

in mid-September, two of those spots were already taken. And Mr. DeSelm was still 

mum about her chances. 

Nonetheless, she was sold on the college and encouraged when her host, a senior 

swimmer, dropped her off at the Raleigh-Durham airport. "We hope you’ll be a Tar 

Heel!" she said as Allison headed back to D.C. 

The next day, Allison emailed Mr. DeSelm to express her strong desire to join his 

program. She couldn’t commit because she didn’t have an offer. But she did 

everything but tell him she could see herself in Carolina blue, pressing him for more 

specifics on a scholarship. 

He said he had some things to work out before he could answer her. 

"If you are under pressure to make a commitment to another school, we understand," 

he emailed. "I hope you understand that it may be next week or a while before we get 

some clarity on this with you." 

With just one more official visit left, to UCLA, and a chance that it might not lead to 

an offer, Allison’s mom urged her to email the head coach at Georgia Tech. She had 

recently visited there for a meet and liked the campus. Based on her times, she would 

be one of the Yellow Jackets’ top recruits, and it would be nice to have a back-up. Her 

mom also wasn’t sure if she was ready to go across the country for college. 

But on her trip to UCLA, the first weekend in October, she felt more at ease than at 

any other school she had visited. She loved the Bruins’ rich athletic heritage. And she 

connected with Ms. Gallagher, one of the few female head coaches of a major 

program, who entertained recruits one night in her house near Venice Beach. 

Allison’s flight departed early Sunday morning, when Ms. Gallagher usually 

discussed offers, so the coach promised to call her when she got home. 

For the first time during her monthslong recruitment, a coach delivered on a financial 

promise. That night, Ms. Gallagher called to offer her an athletic scholarship to 

UCLA. And it was more than Allison had expected: 30 percent. 
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Following Mr. Morgan’s advice, Allison asked Ms. Gallagher to tell her exactly how 

much money it would cost her parents to send her there. A few days later, Allison’s 

father talked to the UCLA coach and negotiated another 5 percent. Thanks to 

swimming, UCLA wasn’t going to cost her family $62,000 a year; it would be just 

under $40,000. 

Before making her decision, Allison made one final pitch to UNC, asking Mr. DeSelm 

if he had any updates on her situation. He wrote back saying he was still in a holding 

pattern. 

That’s all she needed to make it official: She was going to college in California. 

As it turned out, it wasn’t UCLA’s championship history or the sunny Southern 

California weather that sealed it (although the idea of year-round outdoor swimming 

didn’t hurt). It was something Ms. Gallagher offered beyond money: a belief in her 

swimming potential that no other coach emphasized. 

The money, however, was not insignificant. If Allison swims four years at UCLA, she 

will save her parents at least $80,000. If there’s a pot of gold for college athletes, this 

is what it looks like. And that’s for an elite athlete whose parents spent tens of 

thousands of dollars to help make it happen. 

One day this past summer, at an early-morning practice in Burke, Va., Mr. 

Morgan surveyed his swimmers. There was another crop coming up, and another set 

of eager families. 

Art Singletary stood near a clubhouse watching his 13-year-old son, Justin, wrap up a 

workout. Justin has been swimming competitively since he was 7, the same age that 

Allison got her start. Last year, at a national meet in Florida, he won the 50-meter and 

100-meter butterfly. 
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His dad says he doesn’t want to push his son too hard, so he’s practicing only five 

days a week. Who knows where his talent will take him, or what opportunities await? 

Maybe the best his family can hope for is that they know what they’re getting into. 

Brad Wolverton is a senior writer who covers college sports. Follow him 

on Facebook and Twitter @bradwolverton, or email him 

at brad.wolverton@chronicle.com. 

Clarification (11/22/2016, 3:13 p.m.): The chart accompanying this article originally 

stated that North Carolina State University offers 19 sports, when it actually offers 23. 

The university initially omitted men’s and women’s cross country and indoor track 

from the tally it supplied to The Chronicle. The number of scholarships remains 

unchanged. 
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